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Comparing two revolutions, 25 years apart

Think of a technology trend that led people to pick up a suite of new skills,
delve into arcane hardware details, and even change careers. Think of a
technology trend that made headlines, inspired movies and TV series, and
threatened to upend whole industries. Am I describing the AI revolution of
the last decade? No, I’m talking about the multimedia craze of the 90s. In
this article I’ll describe my experiences with multimedia 25 years ago and
then discuss whether AI could ultimately follow a similar trajectory to the one
traced by multimedia.

Gold fever

https://markryan-69718.medium.com/?source=post_page-----7d55bc33ecbb-----------------------------------
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In the early 90s I was working at IBM, bored and looking for something new
to dig my teeth into. Multimedia —computer-driven combinations of
animation, images, audio, and text —was exactly what I was looking for. First,
unlike the dreary compiler documentation I worked on, multimedia was cool.
Multimedia was done in offices downtown filled with exposed brick and edgy
graphic designers. Second, it was the future. Soon, old media like movies
and books would be replaced with interactive, dynamic art rendered on CD-
ROMs. Third, it was lucrative. For somebody with the right skills and some
creativity, multimedia had to be a goldmine. Or so I thought.

Experience C++

Luckily for me, IBM began to explore multimedia around the same time I
caught the fever, and in 1993 I got the chance to work on my first multimedia
project: Experience C++. This CD-ROM tutorial on object-oriented
programming with C++ wasn’t exactly Myst, but I was delighted to work on
something that combined audio, animation, and text.

https://ur.booksc.eu/book/45588501/a0cac3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myst
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The cover of Experience C++ (image courtesy of Rich Helms)

Here is how we described Experience C++ in a paper from period:

This title describes the C++ programming language and introduces some of
the key concepts of object-oriented programming. This is a big topic, and
the resulting title has the following dimensions:

https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/192506.192553
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More than 400 screens
More than six hours of audio
More than 80 code examples
20 animation sequences

You can get some idea of the scope and ambition of this title from this
summary. Not only did Experience C++ cover a challenging technical topic, it
incorporated unique (for the time) applications of text and animation to
explain concepts. It also weaved a large set of code examples into the overall
narrative. I think it’s fair to say that Experience C++ pushed the limits of what
multimedia was capable of doing at the time, and 30 years later I am still
grateful that I had the opportunity to work on it.

The conditions under which we created Experience C++ are hard to imagine
today. Here are some of the technical hills we had to climb:

The DOS-based authoring system we used, Linkway, was already
showing its age back in 1993. For example, it provided no easy way to
enforce a template for how text was rendered. I spent Thanksgiving
weekend 1993 at the IBM office painstakingly going page by page
through the title to make the font and alignment of the text of every
page consistent.
The only way to test the performance of the title was to burn a CD-
ROM, a process that took over an hour on the one CD burner that we
had access to. To feed the burner we needed a steady supply of blank
CDs, and in the early days of CD-ROMs you couldn’t just buy blanks at a
big box store. One Saturday I had to drive around multiple computer
stores until I found one with CDs in stock, and they charged me over
$20 for each blank CD!
Getting audio to play reliably on PCs of the time was a nightmare. Each
variety of soundcard had drivers with unique quirks. To deal with this

https://www.atarimagazines.com/compute/issue112/Link_Way.php
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crazy situation, the installation code for the Experience C++ CD-ROM
contained some messy hacks to establish the correct IRQs. It was a real
gamble whether the audio for our CD-ROM would work on a given
computer.

Despite the long hours and technical hurdles, I was hooked. By the time
Experience C++ was done I was eager to tackle another multimedia title.

Try Tercel

The next year, my girlfriend at the time used her connections to get me a
moonlighting gig at Mackerel, the coolest multimedia studio in Toronto. I was
hired to port the Mac version of Try Tercel (a marketing “stack” for Toyota) to
Windows.

A screenshot from the Mac version of Try Tercel (http://www.gogolaboratories.com/)

Mackerel had done an awesome job on the Mac version of this title, delivered
on a single diskette. It was filled with clever touches and had lots of
interactive elements. By clicking on the car’s image you could open and
close the doors, inspect the window sticker, and even change the colour of
the car. Unfortunately, I soon found out that the dream on Mac became a
nightmare on Windows:

The PC version suffered from the classic multimedia problem of palette
shift (jarring flashes when the graphics card moved from one 256
colour palette to another), a showstopper in an application built around
changing the colour of the car.
ToolBook, the multimedia authoring system for Windows, presented a
condundrum. The title had to fit on a 1.4 M diskette. Toolbook’s runtime
was almost 1M, leaving no room on the diskette for any content. The
backlevel runtime of ToolBook was small enough to work on a diskette,

https://craphound.com/nonfic/mackerel.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HyperCard
http://www.gogolaboratories.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ToolBook
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but it had no installer, so I had to cobble together a Frankenstein version
with the current ToolBook installer and the backlevel runtime.

I was working around the clock, spending the day at IBM and then making
the commute to the Mackerel office in downtown Toronto to work late into
the night on Try Tercel. After a few months of this I managed to complete the
project, although the final PC version was a pale shadow of the Mac original.
It had been a brutal experience, but my multimedia fever still wasn’t cured. I
wanted more.

Launching digital mobile phones

In the summer of 1995 I decided to leave IBM and seek a permanent job in
the world of multimedia. I landed at CCI (Corporate Communications
International) in January 1996 and immediately started working on a major
custom multimedia project: the launch of digital mobile phones for one of
Canada’s major telecom providers. Like Try Tercel, this project required
around the clock work, although it was for one employer rather than two, and
the resulting multimedia title did not have to be squeezed onto a diskette,
which meant I could work with the latest version of ToolBook throughout the
project.

Cutting edge mid-90’s design from CCI

The last day of the project I had to deliver a laptop with the presentation to
the home of one of the client’s executives. He wouldn’t let me leave until he
had been through the whole multimedia package, so I sat at his dining room
table as he paged through the presentation. It froze half way through. I felt
sick. I was exhausted and it took all my strength to stay cool as this exec
launched into a tirade about the flakiness of our software. Luckily, I
remembered that the presentation had a tendency to stall if the machine
wasn’t plugged in. I plugged the laptop in, and after two more runs through
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the whole presentation, the exec let me go. Walking out of his house was an
immense relief and a high point in my professional life.

I worked at CCI for 10 months. During that time I got to know ToolBook well,
and to appreciate how much it had matured since the flaky version I had to
use at Mackerel. Windows 95 became the dominant PC OS, and the days of
mapping IRQs and fretting about DOS drivers for sound cards were over.
Multimedia became commonplace and technology behind it settled down.

Late in 1996, concerned about the long-term prospects with CCI, I returned
to IBM. I traded in the adventure of multimedia for the stolid and reliable
world of relational databases. The gold rush was over.

What does multimedia have to do with machine
learning?

Multimedia disappeared as a standalone discipline in the late 90’s as the
technology became commoditized and the Internet established itself.
Multimedia was no longer an exciting new frontier. It was just part of the way
we interacted with computers.

This Google Ngram chart tells the story of multimedia’s rise and fall— it
peaks in 1996 and has been declining ever since:
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Google Ngram for “multimedia” — 1985–2019

And Google Trends zooms into the decline in interest in multimedia over the
last 18 years:

Google Trends for “multimedia” — 2014–2022

We enjoy images, animation, text, and audio combined together in a wide
variety of computer formats, but the word we used to employ to describe
this experience — multimedia — is fading away because the phenomenon is
ubiquitous and effortless. We no longer need a term to describe something
that we take for granted.

Will AI eventually follow multimedia into the
background?
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A new technology takes off. The tools are inconsistent and require
specialized skills to get decent results. People working at the software layer
need to worry about hardware details. Over time, the development tools
become standardized and, eventually, the technology becomes so much a
part of the furniture that its name starts to fall out of use. This is the
trajectory that multimedia followed in the 90’s.

Will AI follow the same arc that multimedia took into obscurity? Will we
eventually understand how to harness deep learning so thoroughly that we
take it for granted? Will the tools we use to train and deploy models become
so frictionless that we don’t have to worry about them any more? Will the
useful applications of AI become so ubiquitous that we stop needing to use
the term “AI” to describe them? As Zhou Enlai responded when asked about
the impact of the French Revolution, it’s too early to tell.
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Media for Experience C++ (image courtesy of Rich Helms)
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